Abstract-Due to increasing demand of low power computing, and diminishing returns from technology scaling, industry and academia are turning with renewed interest toward energyefficient programmable accelerators. This paper proposes an Integrated Programmable-Array accelerator (IPA) architecture based on an innovative execution model, targeted to accelerate both data and control-flow parts of deeply embedded vision applications typical of edge-nodes of the Internet of Things (IoT). In this paper we demonstrate the performance and energy efficiency of IPA implementing a smart visual trigger application. Experimental results show that the proposed accelerator delivers 507 MOPS and 142 MOPS/mW on the target application, surpassing a low-power processor optimized for DSP applications by 6x in performance and by 10x in energy efficiency. Moreover, it surpasses performance of state of the art CGRAs only capable of implementing data-flow portion of applications by 1.6x, demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed architecture and computational model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen an explosive growth of small and autonomous devices that sense the environment and wirelessly communicate the sensed data. Collectively referred to as the end-nodes of the Internet of Things (IoT), these smart and connected devices, often powered by coin form factor batteries or energy harvesters share the need for extreme energy-efficiency for operation within power envelopes of only a few milliwatts. Among the others, distributed low-power visual senors are very attractive for several IoT applications, thanks to the richness of the visual content and to their capability to operate within a milliwatt-range power envelope [10] . However, the share of wireless communication in the overall power budget of most visual sensor nodes remains dominant due to the significant bandwidth generated even by low-resolution cameras [12] .
In this scenario, a high-potential approach to reduce the energy of visual sensor nodes is to increase the capabilities of near-sensor data analysis and filtering by providing computational power to the processing sub-system. This approach, also referred to as smart visual sensing can dramatically shrink the amount of wireless data transmitted, by reducing it to a class, a signature, or even just a simple event. This "semantic compression" has also beneficial effect in terms of aggregate network bandwidth reduction. For this reason, the availability of powerful, flexible, and energy-efficient digital processing hardware in close proximity to visual sensors will play a key role in the IoT revolution [1] .
While traditional smart visual sensors rely on inflexible Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) [11] , parallel near-threshold computing is emerging as a trend to exploit the energy boost given by low-voltage operation while recovering the related performance degradation through execution over multiple programmable processors [9] . This approach joins the benefits for performance, energy efficiency, and flexibility. In this work we make a significant step forward toward parallel near-threshold computing, by exploiting an Integrated Programmable Array (IPA) as an accelerator for near-threshold parallel programmable platforms.
Similarly to Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), Coarse Grained Reconfigurable Arrays (CGRAs) belong to the class of reconfigurable devices, but they provide significantly smaller re-configuration time and much higher efficiency for execution of data processing algorithms [4] . Point-to-point data communication between PEs represents one of main advantages over energy-expensive data sharing through multi-banked SRAMs in near-threshold processor clusters [9] . However, most traditional CGRA architectures [2] [13] [6] are only suitable for implementing data-flow portions of algorithms, relying on general purpose processors for the control-flow portions.
In the context of smart visual applications this shortcoming of traditional CGRAs is quite severe, since after bruteforce morphological filtering (e.g. erosion, dilatation, Sobel convolution), these algorithms usually require the execution of highly control intensive code for high-level feature extraction, classification, labeling, triggering. In this work we exploit a mapping flow [3] , which allows to map complete Control Data Flow Graphs (CDFG) onto CGRAs. In the context of smart vision, the proposed architecture allows to implement both the filtering portions and control oriented portions of applications on the IPA, providing significant performance and energy efficiency improvement with respect to both generalpurpose processors and traditional CGRA architectures.
In this paper we present the IPA architecture, computation model and the implementation of a smart visual trigger algorithm on the accelerator, including the triggering function dominated by highly control intensive code. Experimental results show that the performance achieved by the IPA during the execution of the target application is 507 MOPS with an energy efficiency of 142 MOPS/mW at the supply voltage of 0.6V. The IPA, relying on a compilation flow which starts from plain ANSI C code (no vectorization, no intrinsics, no assembly) achieves a maximum speed up of 9x compared to a an general-purpose processor highly optimized for DSP applications when programmed in ANSI C code, and by 6x with code optimized with vectorization and intrinsics, with an area overhead of 1.4x. With respect to other state of the art CGRAs highly optimized for data flow dominated applications, the proposed architecture delivers 1.6x better performance thanks to its capability to implement both data-and controlflow dominated kernels.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section II presents the detailed architecture and fine-grained power management. Section III presents the implementation results, the application and comparison results with the state of the art. Finally the paper concludes in section IV.
II. ARCHITECTURE
A. Integrated Programmable-Array Accelerator (IPA)
The architecture comprises a PE array, a global context memory, a DMA controller (DMAC), a tightly coupled data memory (TCDM) with multiple banks and a logarithmic interconnect. Figure 1 shows the organization of the IPA. The array consists of a parametric number of PEs, connected with mesh torus network. Figure 2 describes the components of a PE. Two input muxes select two operands (OpA and OpB). The sources are the neighbouring PEs and the register file. A 32-bits ALU and a 16-bit x 16-bit = 32-bit multiplier are employed in this block. The Load Store Unit (LSU) is optional for the PEs (the optimal number of LSU is a parameter studied in this section). The Control unit is responsible for fetching the instruction from the corresponding address of the instruction memory and managing program flow. The Regular Register File (RRF) and Output Register (OR) store the temporary variables, while constants are stored in Constant Register File (CRF). The Condition Register (CR) contains 0 for all the normal operations and true conditions, and 1 for false conditions. The boolean OR of all the control bits from all PEs gives the indication that one PE has executed false condition in the previous cycles. So next, the offset address of the false path must be fetched. The Jump Register (JR) contains the address to be jumped.
Global Context Memory (GCM):
The Global Context Memory stores configuration data (instruction and constants) for each PE in the PE Array.
DMA controller (DMAC):
The DMA controller identifies configuration data for the corresponding PE and transfers it in the load context stage. It also initiates the execution phase after loading all the contexts.
TCDM and logarithmic interconnect:
The TCDM has a number of ports equal to the number of memory banks providing concurrent access to different memory locations. Load store operations in the PEs are based on a high bandwidth lowlatency interconnect, implementing a word-level interleaving scheme to reduce access contention. 
C. Overview of the computation model
After compiling a kernel, the mapping tool generates the context and the addresses for the data in the local shared memory. The context is stored in the GCM. The context contains instructions and constants for each PE in the array. Prior to the execution starts, the context is loaded into the corresponding instruction memory and constant register file of the PEs as follows. Figure 3 shows the components engaged in this process. In each cycle of the load context process the DMA controller receives the context word from the context memory and broadcasts to the PEs. The format of the address and data bus from the DMAC to the PEs is presented in Figure 5 . The address bus contains 21 bits of information containing the PE address and the corresponding instruction memory (IM) or constant register file (CRF) addresses. The first 16 bits represent the mask to select one or more PEs. The position of the high bits represents the PE address to be loaded. For broadcast mode more than one high bits will be present and for normal addressing modes only one high bit is present to select the PEs. The next bit to the mask selects whether the data has to be written in IM [1'b0] or in the CRF [1'b0] . The next 4 bits represent the IM address or the address of the CRF to be written. The data bus contains 64 bits of information, where maximum of 3 full instructions (60 bits) and part of 4th instruction (4 bits) or 2 full constants (32 bits each) can be accommodated.
1) Load context:
2) Execution: After loading the context, the DMAC notifies all the PEs to start the execution process. The execution follows the mapping described in [3] , where each kernel CDFG is represented as a set of basic blocks, each containing sequence of consecutive statements defining a data flow graph with control entering at the beginning and leaving at the end. The control flow at the end of basic blocks is supported with jump (jmp) and conditional jump (cjmp) instructions. The PEs fetch 20-bit instruction from their local instruction memory at each cycle. Due to power constraints the instruction set architecture is kept quite simple. The immediate data are shifted to constant register file which eases the compression of the instruction. Hence the pressure on the decoder is quite low. Table II describes the format of the instruction. 
III. BENCHMARKING
This section analyzes the implementation results of the IPA, providing an estimation of the performance, area, and energy efficiency when running several kernels involved in a smart trigger vision application.
A. Implementation Results
This section describes the implementation results of the proposed IPA accelerator, providing a comparison with the or10n CPU [5] highly optimized to accommodate DSP applications. Both designs were synthesized with Synopsys design compiler 2014.09-SP4 in STMicroelectronics 28nm UTBB FD-SOI technology. Synopsys PrimePower 2013.12-SP3 was used for timing and power analysis at the supply voltage of 0.6V, 25
• C temperature, in typical process conditions. In this operating condition the IPA operates at 100 MHz, delivering a theoretical peak performance of 1.6 GOPS with an energy efficiency of 242 MOPS/mW. The global context memory of the IPA was sized at 4KB, to fit both instructions and constants of the PEs of the array in a worst-case scenario (i.e. all PEs instruction and constant memory are full filled). This approach allows to employ a double-buffering mechanism to swap the configuration context on the global context memory while the previous context is being executed, during execution of complex applications composed of several kernels, like the one presented in this work. The TCDM is sized at 32KB with 4 memory banks. The implementation considers an IPA consisting a 4x4 PE array, each PE including 20x32-bit instruction memory, a 32x8-bit regular register file and 32x16-bit constant register file. For area comparison, the CPU includes 32kB of data memory, 4kB of instruction memory, and 1 kB of instruction cache, which is equivalent to the design parameters of the proposed IPA. Table III shows the area breakdown of the IPA, compared to that of a CPU with 1KB of instruction cache.
B. Performance and energy efficiency
Following the considerations of previous section, this section provides performance comparison of IPA running at 100 MHZ with respect to the CPU running at 45 MHZ clock frequency, that are the operating frequency of the two architectures at the operating voltage of 0.6V. The experiment is carried out on a smart visual surveillance application [7] performing on 160x120 resolution of images, consisting 9 different motion detection kernels including morphological filters (e.g. finding minimum and maximum pixel, erosion, dilatation, Sobel convolution), and a smart trigger kernel asserting an alarm if the size of the detected objects surpasses a defined threshold, the latter kernel composed of highly control intensive code. Table IV shows the performance comparison executing the application in the IPA (programmed in plain ANSI C code) and a highly optimized core with the support for vectorization and DSP extensions that can only be exposed optimizing the source code with intrinsics [5] . The IPA can achieve an average performance of 507 MOPS (with a peak of 632 MOPS) and 142 MOPS/mW on average (with a peak of 177 MOPS/mW) allowing to surpass the CPU by to 6x and 10x in performance and energy efficiency, respectively. It is interesting to notice that while DSP instructions do not improve the performance of the core during execution of the smart trigger kernel, its implementation on the IPA provides even more benefits with respect to the data-flow part of the application (motion detection), improving performance by 10x with respect to execution on the processor (Table V) . Table VI presents the performance comparison of the smart visual trigger application running on a CPU and two state of the art reconfigurable array architectures [7] [8], chosen due to the availability of the target application, with similar features to other state of the art CGRAs. Results show that, although the two state of the art CGRAs deliver huge performance when dealing with the data-flow portion of the application, thanks to highly optimized and pipelined datapath that allows to implement operations on binary images as boolean operations [7] , they are not able to implement the control dominated kernel, which runs on the CPU forming a major bottleneck for performance when considering the whole application. On the other hand, the superior flexibility of the IPA allows to implement the whole application on the accelerator, allowing to surpass performance of other CPU + CGRA systems by 1.6x. It is important to note that in the context of more complex smart vision applications, such as context understanding and scene labeling, it is common that control intensive kernels dominate the overall execution time share, further improving performance with respect to CGRA accelerators only able to map DFGs. IV. CONCLUSION This paper presents an integrated programmable-array accelerator (IPA) and its computational model, featuring the capability to map both data flow and control intensive portions of applications, suitable for standalone implementation of a smart visual imaging applications. The experimental results show that, on the target smart visual trigger application, the IPA achieves an average performance of 507 MOPS with average energy efficiency of 142 MOPS/mW at 0.6V surpassing a general purpose processor by 6x in performance and 10x in energy efficiency. The proposed IPA also surpass and state of the art CGRA architectures performance by 1.6x, thanks to the capability of efficiently implementing control intensive code.
